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Revisit Grace Valley, California, in book 2 of this fan-favorite trilogy by #1 New York Times

bestselling author Robyn Carr.Welcome back! Here, the best things in life never changeâ€¦ In this

peaceful community, folks look out for one another like family, though sometimes a little too well. In

a town like this, itâ€™s hard to keep a secretâ€”but Dr. June Hudson has managed to keep one heck

of a humdinger.Though visits from her secret lover, undercover DEA agent Jim Post, are as

clandestine as they are passionate, somehow it fits with her demanding schedule as the townâ€™s

doctorâ€”a calling that requires an innate ability to exist on caffeine, sticky buns and nerves of

steel.But how can a secret lover compete with a flesh-and-blood heartthrob from her past?

Juneâ€™s old flame has just returned to town after twenty yearsâ€”and heâ€™s divorced. June is

seriously rattled. So when the townâ€™s most devoted wife takes buckshot to her husband and

some human bones turn up in her aunt Myrnaâ€™s backyard, June is almost happy for the

distraction.Sooner or later, love will have its way in Grace Valley. It always does.Originally published

in 2002
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Just Over the Mountain is book two of this wonderful trilogy and things are still hopping in this quaint

little town. Dr. June Hudson has been entertaining a mysterious gentleman caller, Jim Post who is

an undercover DEA agent working up in the hills, and she is determined to keep it a secret from her

friends and neighbors. But that becomes increasingly difficult when her ex-boyfriend and high

school sweetheart, Chris Forrest moves back to town and everyone just assumes they'll take up

right where they left off. Unfortunately, Chris also brought along his delinquent teenage sons who

begin their assault on the town with pranks that very quickly escalate into something much more

dangerous. June and her father Elmer have their hands full with June's Aunt too when a man's

skeleton is found under the bushes in her garden and people start to wonder where Myrna's long

lost husband might really be.It's a fast paced, fun visit back to a charming town where people share

the fun, the heartaches, the mysteries and the madness that make up Grace Valley. It's a well

written, captivating story that will warm your heart and have you looking forward to the third book in

the trilogy, Down By the River to find out if June finally finds time to fall in love.

I am reviewer 125, so there is not much I can say that hasn't already been said. However, I will say I

LOVED IT. Grace Valley is a neat place to live and I feel like these characters are neighbors. This is

the #2 book in the series of setting up Grace Valley. What a fun, wicked, kind, compassionate

community. There are dozens of stories going on all the time. I don't know how an author can keep

up with so many characters and give them different personalities and then keep them in character to

tell a story that just sucks you in. I love Robyn Carr's books. These characters get in my system and

I think about them for days just like they are all living in this community and life goes on for them.Dr.

June's story continues as she discovers some secrets about herself and she also discovers the love

of her life. OMG I love this hunky hero. I will say there is at least one time I wanted to smack some

sense into the good doctor but thank goodness she figures things out on her own. I will also admit

that I believe the twins got just what they deserve. I love it when the bad seed gets their just

desserts. Harsh, but I think with these two that is what is was going to take.I love this series, highly

recommend it and as I said before, I bought the trilogy so I am getting ready to read #3. Since all the

good stuff has happened with most of the characters I wonder what this next book will have to offer.

I am anxious to find out. Love, love this series, don't miss it. I did not find it in the least

disappointing. I loved every word.

Carr is an outstanding author and you want to read her books because you know it will be good.

This was different with several social issues.



But a little disturbed at the 65% it started skipping pages. Bummer!! Since I was in bed reading, I

thought I had fallen asleep? But on checking found no I haven't so m maybe checkout?

Just Over the Mountain is Book 2 in Robyn Carr's Grace Valley trilogy. In this continuation of Deep

in the Valley, we see more of the original characters and find them in new and challenging

positions.Dr. June Hudson finds herself falling for DEA agent Jim Post whose visits are sporadic

and clandestine, yet passionate. At the same time she fends off advances from former beau Chris

who has returned to Grace Valley with two wayward teenage sons. Her nurse Charlotte has a heart

attack and is forced to give up her job with Dr. Stone's ex-nurse wife Susan stepping in against the

wishes of her husband. Receptionist Jessie decides she wants to be a doctor and strives to obtain

her GED, and Justine is found not to be pregnant but to have ovarian cancer.The Mulls are

persuaded to move in to town: Clarence can be treated with drugs for his post-traumatic stress

disorder, and plastic surgery can repair Jurea's damaged face. Their children start school and begin

to thrive, but the transformation seems too much for Clarence who retreats to their shack in the

woods.Meanwhile, a warrant is brought to June's aunt; it is suspected that her husband who

disappeared twenty years earlier might be buried beneath a rhododendron. And between Jim's

occasional nocturnal visits, love blooms, but June is unsure how compatible they might be if they

ever get to be together for any length of time.A near fatal accident brings two old friends together; a

tragedy heals old differences and June discovers she's got some `splainin' to do.All ends well for

the main characters but room is left to solve other problems in Book three which I am eager to

begin.

All 3 books focus on June Hudson, Grace Valley, her family (father, aunt godmother) and the

townspeople. These are very good stories  some tragedies, like in real life, but mostly

uplifting and she weaves a good tale. John Stone the OB-GYN and his wife Susan, and Jim Post,

JuneÃ¢Â€Â™s eventual husband are introduced. They show briefly here and there in the Virgin

River Books. I think she was practicing her craft; these Grace Valley books have no explicit sex like

the VR series. These were her early writing days, but sheÃ¢Â€Â™s a good story teller.

Part of a series. Reads well and makes sense to file and store to re-read.

In this sequel to "Deep in the Valley," Dr. June Hudson meets her secret lover, undercover DEA



agent Jim Post. As if there isnÃ¢Â€Â™t enough excitement going on, human bones are found in

Aunt Myrna's garden. I recommend you read Deep in the Valley first to learn the characters. Robyn

Carr writes a good novel with a variety of interesting characters and captivating parallel story lines

throughout the book
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